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Compressive Sampling
• It is possible to sample a signal below the Nyquist rate and
achieve perfect reconstruction using a random projection,
sparse representation and an ℓ1-norm minimisation:
min
x∈RN x 1 subject to ΦZx = Φy, (1)
where Φ ∈ RM×N is the sampling matrix with Gaussian
entries, y ∈ RN is the signal to be CS’d, and Z ∈ RN×N is
a basis that produces sparse coeﬃcients x ∈ RN.
• y is compressed by an under-determined Φ.
• Perfect reconstruction: If M ≥ CK log(N), where K is the
support of x.Recovery of
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Compressive Sampling of Real-Valued Data
• M = 50, N = 128, K = 15; Z = I.
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Compressive Sampling of Real-Valued Data
• Mean Square Error (×10−3) as M (measurements) ↑.
Perfect reconstruction for M ≥ 46; compression = 2.8
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Non-Negative Quadratic Programming
• Non-negative Quadratic Programming (NQP) Sha et al.
(2007): A multiplicative update for solving quadratic
programs with non-negative Solutions:
Minimise F(x) =
1
2
xTAx+bTx subject to x ≥ 0, (2)
the matrix A is assumed to be symmetric and strictly
positive deﬁnite (ensure convexity).
• NQP is a generalisation of Non-Negative Matrix
Factorisation (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 1999), where the
input may contain negative entries.Recovery of
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NQP Update
• Non-Neg. constraint: A is expressed in terms of the
positive and negative entries, A+ & A−, A = A+ − A−:
A+
ij =
 
Aij if Aij > 0,
0 otherwise.
; A−
ij =
 
|Aij| if Aij < 0,
0 otherwise.
(3)
• Derive update: Sub. A+ & A− into Eq. 2, take partial
derivatives of terms, use in quadratic formula.
• NQP (elementwise) update:
xi ← xi


−bi +
 
b2
i + 4(A+x)i(A−x)i
2(A+x)i

. (4)
where A & b are problem dependent.Recovery of
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Non-Negative Least Squares
• Here, we require a Non-Negative Least Squares:
min
x
1
2
 y − Φx 2
F subject to x ≥ 0, (5)
where  A F = tr(ATA), expand to get
 y − Φx 2
F = tr((y − Φx)T(y − Φx)),
= tr(xTΦTΦx) − 2tr(yTΦx) + tr(yTy).
(6)
Therefore, A = ΦTΦ & b = −(ΦTy).
• When A ≥ 0 update reduces to the least squares NMF.Recovery of
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Simple NMF Example
• Spectrogram of a signal composed of band-limited noise
bursts, and its factors obtained by NMF; R = 2.
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Non-Negative Compressive Sampling
If we want to Perform CS where x is non-negative and
Φ,Z & y may be real-valued or non-negative, how would
we perform signal recovery?
• A good place to start is to derive an NQP update that
recovers minimum ℓ1-norm solutions—Following our work
using the NMF update.Recovery of
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Iteratively Re-Weighted Least Squares (IRLS)
• The ℓ1-norm objective has a discontinuity at the origin,
which makes it unamenable to gradient methods.
• One approximation is to use Iteratively Re-weighted Least
Squares (IRLS), |e|p ≡ |e|p−2e2.
• CS is concerned with under-determined systems: FOCUSS
algorithm Gorodnitsky and Rao (1993) (under-det. IRLS):
gk+1 = QkΦT(ΦQkΦT)−1y,
xk+1 = Qkgk+1,
where Q is the weighting matrix: Q0 = I,
Qk = diag((xk)(1−(p/2))); Z = I.
• Recovers minimum ℓp-norm solutions, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1; used in
standard CS.Recovery of
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Non-Negative Under-Determined IRLS
(NUIRLS)
• MLSP ’08: Φx & y are all non-neg.; NUIRLS objective:
D(y,Φ,Qk,g) =
1
2
 y − ΦQkg 2, x = Qg. (7)
• We proposed an NMF X update—NUIRLS—for ℓp
solutions:
gk+1 = gk ⊗
QkΦTy
QkΦTΦQkg
, (8)
xk+1 = Qkgk+1, (9)
where Q0 = I, Qk = diag((gk)(1−(p/2))) and Φ is known
and is under-det. i.e. R ≥ M.
• Two-step iterative algorithm, where the minimum ℓ2-norm
solution at each NMF iteration is iteratively reweighted to
recover a minimum ℓp-norm solution.Recovery of
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Under-Determined IRLS and NQP
• Using NQP, we relax Non-neg. constraint on NUIRLS
objective, which we rearrange into QP form to get
Ak = QkΦTΦQk & bk = −(QkΦTy).
• We propose a reweighted NQP update—IRNQP—for min.
ℓp-norm solutions:
gk+1 ← gk


−bk +
 
b2
k + 4(A+
k gk)(A−
k gk)
2(A+
k gk)

, (10a)
xk+1 = Qkgk, (10b)
where Q0 = I, Qk = diag((gk)(1−(p/2))) and Φ is known
and is under-det. i.e. R ≥ M.
• Also a two-step iterative algorithm. When A ≥ 0
algorithm becomes NUIRLS.Recovery of
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Compressive Sampling of Non-Negative Data
• Φ ≥ 0, M = 50, N = 128, K = 15; Z = I. p = 2, i.e.
least squares, performs recovery! Non-Negativity
constraint enough to perform signal recovery?
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IRNQP Experiments (Synthetic Data)
• Prob. of rec. SNR ≥ 60 dB as K ↑. Φ (folded Gauss.): M
= 80, N = 128; NQPiter=1500, IRLSiter= 150, 40 MC
runs. Perfect rec. for K ≤ 17, irrespective of norm used.
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Under-det. Non-Negative Linear Systems &
Sparseness
• So why is the Least Square objective giving nice sparse
solutions? I though that ℓp-norm minimisation is king
when it comes to CS?
• Due to the non-negativity constraint—if the signal is
sparse enough—one could replace the ℓp with any other
norm, or just solve a non-negative feasibility problem, and
still get the same result (Bruckstein et al., 2008).
• So far we have tested signal recovery when CS is entirely
non-negative, how does a Φ with negative entries aﬀect
signal recovery?Recovery of
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IRNQP Experiments (Synthetic Data)
• Repeat previous experiment where the entries of Φ are
drawn from a std. Gauss. The plot indicates a degradation
in recovered signals, which degrades further as p → 0.
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An Optimal Form for Φ
• There is a marked diﬀerence in recovery performance
between both experiments—the diﬀerence being negative
entries in Φ, which is 0% (folded Gaussian Dist.) and 50%
(standard Gaussian Dist.) respectively.
• We investigate the recovery performance of IRNQP where
the proportion of negative entries of Φ range from 0% to
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NQP: Signal Recovery for Varying Φ
• Plot. of rec. SNR as negative entries ↑ for Least Squares
NQP Φ: M = 80, N = 128; Iter=1500×150, 50 MC runs.
Best results around 30% negative entries.Recovery of
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NQP: Signal Recovery for Varying Φ
• Plot. of rec. SNR as negative entries ↑ for standard NQP
Φ: M = 100, N = 128; NQPiter=1500×150, 50 MC
runs. Best results around 35% negative entries.
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NQP: Signal Recovery for Varying Φ
• Plot. of rec. SNR as negative entries ↑ for LS NQP Φ: M
= 60, N = 128; Iter=1500×150, 50 MC runs. Best results
at 30% negative entries.
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IRNQP: Signal Recovery for Varying Φ
• Plot. of rec. SNR as negative entries ↑ for IRNQP
p = 0.5, Φ: M = 80, N = 128; NQPiter=1500,
IRLSiter=150, 20 MC runs. Best results around 30%
negative entries.
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Under-det. Non-Negative Linear Systems &
Sparseness
• The plots suggest an optimal form for Φ, which is based
on the dimensionality of the sampling matrix,
K-sparseness of the signals and the ℓp norm used for
signal recovery—which we will investigate analytically in
the future work.
• Least Squares NQP can be used for CS signal recovery.
• Furthermore, the plots demonstrate that for Φ with entries
drawn from a folded Gaussian (NUIRLS & NMF) gives
good results for good compression, and recommend this as
a quick solution. Although, IRNQP gives best results for
less sparse signals when Φ is optimal.Recovery of
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IRNQP Experiment (Cameraman image)
• Original Cameraman image used in subsequent
experiment, 512 × 512.Recovery of
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IRNQP Experiment (Cameraman image)
• Known matrices: Y, Φ & Z; NMF Basis Learned oﬀ-line
Rec. SNR = 29 dB; M = 6 × 6, N = 8 × 8, R = 50
compression = 1.8.
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IRNQP Experiments (Cameraman image)
• NUIRLS: NQPiter=400, IRLSiter=50, p=1, SNR = 26
dB; p=2 & simple NMF also gives SNR = 26 dB.Recovery of
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Conclusions
• For compressively sampled non-negative signals that have
a suﬃciently sparse representation, signal recovery may be
achieved by non-sparse norms due to non-negativity
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Conclusions
• For compressively sampled non-negative signals that have
a suﬃciently sparse representation, signal recovery may be
achieved by non-sparse norms due to non-negativity
constraint.
• We demonstrated the utility of NMF for signal recovery
where CS is entirely non-negative, and NQP where Φ,Z &
y are real-valued.Recovery of
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Conclusions
• For compressively sampled non-negative signals that have
a suﬃciently sparse representation, signal recovery may be
achieved by non-sparse norms due to non-negativity
constraint.
• We demonstrated the utility of NMF for signal recovery
where CS is entirely non-negative, and NQP where Φ,Z &
y are real-valued.
• Furthermore, we proposed IRNQP—A generalisation of
NUIRLS—which recovers minimum ℓp solutions, for signal
recovery as sparseness decreases.Recovery of
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